Do Your Patients Follow All Your Oral Care Recommendations? Behavior Modification with Motivational Interviewing Will Connect the Right Message to Your Patients
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Core Motivational Interviewing skills in supporting the patient.

In engagement, these are fundamental tools for mutual understanding. Moving on into focusing, evoking and planning, they become navigational tools as well for guiding and propelling the course of change.

Remember Style and Spirit: Empathic, collaborative, Accepting/Non-judgmental & Being Skills

Open-ended Questions – Ask mostly open-ended versus close-ended questions

- “What do you want to make sure we talk about today?”
- “What are you doing that helps you stay healthy?”
- “Where do you want to go from here?”
- “Tell me more about…..”

Open-ended questions to evoke Change Talk

Desire: “How would you like things to change?”
Ability: “If you did decide to change, how could you go about it?”
Reasons: “What would be some advantages of making this change?”
Need: “What needs to happen for you to accomplish them?”

Affirmation: Seek opportunity to affirm, appreciate & reinforce

- “You have some great ideas on how this could work for you.”
- “You are determined to make this work.”

Reflective Listening: Goal is more reflections than questions

Simple Reflections

Repeat or rephrase: “Right now you are busy.” “You’ve been working hard.”

Complex Reflections

Makes a guess: “Managing your diabetes is important to you.”
Reflect feeling: “It seems so overwhelming right now.”
Double-sided reflection: “On the one hand you are overwhelmed with managing your diabetes AND you also know how important it is for you.” (Sustain talk, AND, Change talk).

Summaries:

Listen for key words, values and change talk. Pull together like a bouquet of flowers and summarize out loud to patient what you have heard. Be intentional on chosen words. Offer feedback with hope, strengths, intention, effort and next steps.

End with an engaging question with patient: “Did I get it all?” “What else could I add?”

LifeStrategies, Dr. Rebecca Lang, 2017. www.drbeckylang.com
Adapted from Miller and Rollnick, 2013
Motivational Interviewing Reflections

Motivational Interviewing (MI) is a particular kind of conversation about change
motivationalinterviewing.org

MI is collaborative person-centered, a partnership, honors autonomy, not expert-recipient. motivationalinterviewing.org

MI is a collaborative conversation style for strengthening a person’s own motivation and commitment to change.

MI is a collaborative, goal-oriented method of communication with particular attention to the language of change. It is designed to strengthen an individual’s own motivation for and movement toward a specific goal by eliciting and exploring the person’s own arguments for change.

MI helps to resolve ambivalence and elicits person’s own motivation for change.

MI is evocative - it seeks to call forth the person’s own motivation and commitment.
motivationalinterviewing.org

MI is designed to strengthen personal motivation for and commitment to a specific goal by eliciting and exploring the person’s own reasons for change within an atmosphere of acceptance and compassion.
motivationalinterviewing.org

MI is an effective way to talk with people about change.
Bill Matulich, PhD, MINT member

MI is:
• Effective (evidence based) with over than 1,200 publications
• Since 1990, the number of scientific publications has doubled every 3 years.
• Over 1200 publications, more than 250 randomized clinical trials.
  • Various issues: chronic health, substance abuse, dental, legal, student advising, etc.
  • Various professional settings: health care, behavior health, criminal justice, education, social work, academic preparation
  • International, translated in 42 languages
Miller & Rollnick, 2013

Words Matter: Our words and the words of our patients/clients.
Jody Hereford, 2016

People are regarded as creative, competent and complete.
Christina Marshall, Intrinsic Coach©
Wherever you are at, we can work with that.
Dr. Prochaska

The biggest communication problem is we do not listen to understand. We listen to reply.
Zig Ziglar

In some ways Motivational Interviewing is simple
but mastering it is neither
quick nor easy.
Miller and Rollnick, 2009

When a person realizes he has been deeply heard, his eyes moisten. I think in some real sense
he is weeping for joy. It is as though he were saying, “Thank God, somebody heard me.
Someone knows what it's like to be me.”
Carl Rodgers

When you know your WHY you can endure any how.
John O'Leary, Speaker, Author

Gaining proficiency in Motivational Interviewing is a lifelong process.
Dr. Bill Miller, 2008

The word listen contains the same letters as the word silent.
Alfred Brendel

WAIT
Why, Am, I, Talking
The power of the pause

Changing: “What’s the matter with you?” to “What matters to you?”
Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI)

MI Prayer by Dr. Bill Miller
Guide me to be a patient companion
To listen with a heart as open as the sky
Grant me vision to see through (his/her) eyes And eager ears to hear his story
Create a safe and open meadow in which we may walk together Make me a clear pool in which
he may reflect
Guide me to find in him your beauty and wisdom
Knowing your desire for him to be in harmony – healthy, loving, and strong
Let me honor and respect his choosing of his own path And bless him to walk it freely
May I know once again that although he and I are different Yet there is a peaceful place where
we are one

LifeStrategies, Dr. Rebecca Lang, 2017. www.drbeckylang.com
Motivational Interviewing
ADHA 2017 Conference, Jacksonville, FL
Phyllis Martina, RDH, MBA
Rebecca Lang, EdD, RDH, MCHES, MINT Member

Books


Con. Ed Courses: https://www.colgateoralhealthnetwork.com/article/motivational-interviewing/

Resources


To help patients remember all of your gum health in-office recommendations at home

INTRODUCING
THE GUM HEALTH PHYSICAL

With this new interactive digital tool, you can give patients a gum health evaluation and provide a report they can use at home, to help them focus on putting your recommendations into daily practice.

The Gum Health Physical tool was designed to help you improve patient:

- Understanding
- Compliance
- Overall gum health

See how it works!
Using the GUM HEALTH PHYSICAL is as quick and easy as 1, 2, 3

1. PATIENT CHART
   Activate areas of the patient chart you want the patient to focus on at home.

2. PATIENT REPORT
   Create a custom report for your patients to use at home (print or email).

3. PATIENT EDUCATION
   Click the Patient Education tab for shareable oral hygiene videos.

Visit GumHealthPhysical.com to get started.